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8-1/2" CUSTOM MADE CLOCKS:
PROVEN AVERYPOPULAR ITEM! - BUSINESS

or FOR PEI iONAL GIFTS!
Completely finished Custom Design clocks, ready to hang! Size is 8-1/
2" diameteroutside, 6-1/2 dial. Case color is BLACK orWHITE. Comes
witha quality batteryQuartz movement installed. Uses 1 ’AA’ battery
(not included). Black hands, white dial,withyourchoice ofaCUSTOM
MADEdial or like shown on this page. FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE!
Retail; $24.95 .NOT FOR OUTDOORUSE

See page 28 & 29 for completespecifications and more informationon
designingyour own custom clock, or call us for more information.
Please use the CUSTOMCLOCKS ORDER BLANK. Available in
BLACK or WHITE Case (rim).
For color pictures add $l.OO per clock color printing.
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Any 1 to 3 clock/s: -

$ 1 1 *95
4 to 11 clocks - all same dials (each) -

$9*95
locks - all same dial (each) - sB*9s

48 to 99 clocks - all same dial (each) - $8.45
100 to 199 clocks-all same dial (each) - $7.95

200 or more clocks-same dial (each

ADD $l.OO TO EACH CLOCK FOR COLOR PRINTING

:o 47

. $7,451!

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 10" CASE.
This is verysimilar to what we show here, except in a 10" case.

The case is available in BLACK or WHITE!
For color pictures add $l.OO per clock color printing.
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Any Ito 3 clock/s: - $ 3.95
4to 11 clocks - all sarr' (each) -

$

12to 47 clocks - ali (each) - $10.95
.(each) - $10.45

100 to 199 clocks - all same dial (each) -
$9.95

200 or more clocks - same dial (each) -
$9.45
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ALL custom made clockson these pages are available withany
dial you design; or any dial fromthis page or the samples shown
on the other pages at the prices at left. This is for completely
finished, packaged, and shipped to you in any quantity; based
on the prices at left. For example,you can add wording to the
dial, such as family name, etc., or if you have a picture you
would like reproduced ondial, aswell as any additional wording.
Any questions, please call.

Andy H Weaver
; since \ 16891 FarmingtonRoad
I 's® ,

West Farmington OH 44491
——

I 3 3 (440) S4B-2981 - FAX: 1-440-548-2231
11 “ ? TOLL FREE ORDER LINES:

1-800-882-8799 or 1-888-A WEAVER
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